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When I was asked to pen this release I was frankly scared. This was the big one, the world first, the
one all the press would be watching, how was ‘I’ going to put this onto words?
Where to begin, well fate has a way of guiding
your journey. We received the Brammo
Empulse R four months late which with us
withdrawing from TT Zero (see previous press
releases) we headed into the International S100
having had zero time to test properly. The Team
however moved mountains to make the bike
S100 prepared (it’s a cross between a short
circuit and the TT course).
The weather gods were looking favourably
upon us with the tarmac tacky and the grass
tinderbox brown as we lined up for scrutineering. The bike sailed through (well why wouldn’t it) and
once into Parc Ferme crowds began to gather shortly followed by members of the local and
international press. All of us have never been so inundated with questions in Parc Ferme before,
everyone (without exception) had praise for our endeavours and for the machine. Before long our
session board was showing and Keef set off to make history!
Due to our lack of practice on the roads we had no base settings and as no other Brammo Empulse R
had ever competed a road circuit we were
breaking ground but being the first means being
the first to try, and try we did.
The first couple of qualifying sessions enabled us
to obtain a base setting for the suspension,
maximising the straight line speed and
capitalising the drive out of the corners. We were
uncatchable into, through and out of every
corner but without a fairing we were losing 1015mph top speed and were already down on

horsepower compared to the other ICE machines
add into this the lovely hot conditions were
beginning to pay havoc with our batteries.
As with anything ‘first’ lessons are learned and we
discovered that not only the performance of
batteries reduce when excessively hot, they also do
not like to be charged when radiating heat. The
solution was low tech but effective and we broke
out vertical fans to cool the fins on the battery pack
making for an unusual site lined up in Parc Ferme!
As the week wore on and with temperatures climbing we struggled with the performance of the
batteries (effecting top speed and recharging). The Southern 100 organisers are an amazing bunch,
we sat down with them, keeping them informed and worked with them closely throughout. The
S100 Team discussed with us about starting from the back of the grid given the reduced top speed
however given the high temperatures and our concerns for overheating (going too slow on the race
line becoming a safety hazard) we decided to withdraw. It was a hard decision but the right decision.
Time for a beer!

Looking back it was a bittersweet pill to swallow but we did it, we made history and have done
something that no one has done before. We didn’t do it alone, without the help of the ACU
(particularly Gary Thomson) and the Southern 100 organisation (Derek Nicholson) plus all our
Sponsors because ultimately without them this would not have been possible.

P.S.
Ohh and sorry that this update took so long, I was really nervous about how to ‘do it justice’ given
just how important this write up is!
Regards,
Liz

